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An auction at bridge is a conversation.  The goal of this conversation is to make a joint decision on level (how high to bid) and strain (which 

suit / NT to play in) for the final contract. 

 

There are a lot of rules about what particular bids mean.  These rules can be hard to learn and hard to remember.  In  addition, the rules 

can’t possibly cover all possible 635 trillion bridge hands.  So in addition to the rules, it’s im-

portant to have a general framework for making bidding decisions.   

 

Early bids in the auction attempt to provide a broad description of hand strength and shape.  

Later bids often refine that description to be more specific.  In some cases, they may provide 

other  information such as stoppers for bidding notrump or controls for bidding slam.  Some 

bids by their context are intended to say something; others request information from partner. 

 

Hand Strength:  Each hand in the partnership falls in a particular range in terms of high-card 

points (HCPs).  See the Hand Strength table to the right.  While these terms may be presented 

from a particular position in the auction (e.g. “Responsive” refers to opener’s partner), they’re 

intended to be just labels to use to categorize your hand.  For example, if you have an opener 

but your partner opens before you have a chance to, your hand still evaluates as an opener. 

 

Within the range, each hand can be at the high end or the low end in terms of strength.  

Strength is partly about points (a 14-point simple opener is generally better than a 12-point 

simple opener).  But there are other factors that influence what your hand might be worth: 

• Long suits are often worth extra 

• Length in partner’s suit (or suits) is worth extra 

• Honor cards that support each other in a single suit are worth more than 

scattered honor cards. 

• Aces are worth more than than their point-count would indicate; vice-versa for queens and jacks.  This is especially true for 

honors in suits that the opponents have bid. 

• If you hold support in partner’s suit, shortness in another suit is worth a lot.   

 

As this suggests, your hand may evaluate differently as the auction progresses.  If you hold KJx in hearts, for instance, you would be thrilled 

if your partner shows 5 or more hearts since your honors are now carrying full weight.  You would be okay if your right-hand opponent bid 

hearts since that person is pretty likely to hold the ace and / or queen.  However, if your left-hand opponent bid hearts, your holding could 

be all but worthless (but you’d still have a pretty good stopper if you can bid notrump from your side). 

 

Target Level: As you learn about your partner’s strength and shape during the auction, you start to reach a conclusion about the Target 

Level.   In general terms, the strength needed for various levels is outlined in the Target Level table.  That said, it’s worth noting that it’s not 

just about HCPs.  Shape (long suits / short suits) and fit (how well the two hands mesh) play a big role in how many tricks you will be able to 

take. 

 

Is it forcing?  Generally, the less-defined your hand and your partner’s hand, the more forcing the auction is.   Here are some examples: 

• Partner opens 1 of a suit: This is not a forcing bid.  But it is a wide-ranging bid, from 12 to 21.  If you have as little as 5 HCPs, 

you want to keep the auction open in case partner has a monster and you can reach game.  Even if you can’t reach game, your 

points make it reasonably safe to search for a better strain. 

• Partner opens 1 NT: You have a pretty good sense of partner’s strength (15-17) and shape (balanced).  You only want to keep 

the bidding open if you might have game (8+ points) or if you have a better place to play (5+ major). 

• Partner opens 2C: Partner could have any range of values (in the strong opener category) and any shape; therefore, this bid is 

absolutely forcing. 

 

What Level?  What Strain? 

Target Level 

0 to 24 Part score 

25 to 32 Game in NT or major 

28 to 32 Game in minor 

33 to 36 Small slam 

37 to 40 Grand slam 

Hand Strength (HCPs) 

0-4 Weak 

5-9 Responsive 

10-11 Invitational (opposite an opener) 

12-14 Simple opener 

15-17 Intermediate opener 

18-19 Strong opener 

20-21 2NT opener (if balanced) 

22+ Strong opener 
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Sometimes we’re able to categorize each hand fairly quick to determine what level to play.  This often happens when partner limits their 

strength.  For instance, if the auction is 1H-1S-2H, you know that opener has 12-14 points with 6+ hearts.  If you as responder have 13 

points and 2 hearts, you know that you belong in 4H and you can just bid it; there’s no reason to explore for slam.  (Note that this auction is 

1H-2C-2H.  In this case, opener doesn’t promise an extra heart; it may be that she doesn’t have a more descriptive bid.  Furthermore, this is 

a matter of style; you will run into people who actually do promise a 6th heart in both cases and who adjust the meanings of other bids ac-

cordingly.) 

 

On the other hand, let’s say that the bidding starts 1H-1S-2C.  Opener can still have a very wide range of hands: 12 to ~18 (higher and open-

er would jump-shift), 5+ hearts, 4+ clubs.  With 13 points, Responder must bid game or find a forcing bid.  Game might be 4S (an excellent 7

-card spade suit), 4H (3-card heart support) or 3N (stoppers in spades and diamonds).  Without those, Responder must introduce a new suit, 

which is always forcing by responder. 

 

Continuing with this example (the bidding starts 1H-1S-2C), Responder should strain to keep the bidding open, even with less than an open-

ing hand.  Since Opener’s hand has such broad parameters, we could have game even with a fairly weak hand.  We should only pass if our 

hand is very weak (maybe up to a bad 7).  In addition, we should generally correct clubs to hearts  unless our clubs are particularly long (5+) 

and / or our hearts are particularly short (fewer than 2). 

 

Sometimes, we need to make bids to tell partner whether we’re at the top or bottom of our range, or we need to make bids to ask partner 

if they are at the top or bottom of their range.   

• If partner opens 1NT and we have 9 HCPs, we know that we want to be in game if partner is near the top of their range (9 plus 

16 belongs in game).  We bid 2NT to ask partner to pass with a  minimum or bid game otherwise. 

• If we open 1S with a 20-point hand and partner raises to 2S, we simply bid 4S since we know we belong in game.  If we have a 

16-point hand, we might raise to 3S or find another bid (below 3S) to stop below game if partner has a minimum of bid 4S oth-

erwise. 

 

Many bids in our system are considered “natural”, meaning that the suit bid shows that suit.  An opening bid of 1H is considered a natural 

bid since it shows hearts.  Other bids are “artificial”; the suit bid does NOT show that suit.  An opening bid of 2C says nothing about clubs; it 

simply shows a hand too strong to open at the one level.  2C over a 1NT opener says nothing about clubs; it simply asks partner to bid a 4-

card major.  Artificial bids are always forcing.   

 

Because of the complexity of bidding, it’s difficult to have (or remember) agreements for all situations.  Even experts run into situations that 

they haven’t specifically discussed with their partner.  In these situations, it’s important to have what we call “meta” agreements, or default 

agreements when you don’t have a specific rule.  Here are a couple of examples: 

• A new suit by responder is always forcing (with very few, very specific exceptions) 

• Once we agree on a suit, then all bids in other suits are forcing 

• If you don’t know what your partner’s bid means, consider it to be forcing. 

 

More experienced partnerships will have many more meta agreements.  We will add more over time. 

 

Strain: As you’re finalizing your decision regarding level, you also need to decide on strain.  Here are some general rules: 

• If you have an 8-card fit in a major, that’s often your best bet 

• Otherwise, if you have reasonable stoppers (or length) in all suits,  then NT is best 

• Either because you don’t have stoppers or because your minor suits are so good, it’s occasionally best to play in a minor suit.  

Clearly, minor suits require more tricks to make game, and they don’t pay as well. 

• As suggested earlier, hands with more aces and kings and fewer queens and jacks are often better suited to play in suits.  

Hands with minor honors are better suited to playing at NT. 

• Hands that are balanced tend to play better an NT, whereas hands that contain short suits tend to play better at a suit. 

 


